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The Bait-and-Switch Edition

Where the KGB builds up your hopes and dreams only to shatter them with the
brick of cruel reality

Pittsburgh Sure Loves
“Basketball”

Charlie and the
“Chocolate” Factory
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We Have an Event!
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Submit to PRAVDA?
Submit to PRAVDA? by sending cool things
to mnabraha@andrew.cmu.edu. We also have
a theme! Next PRAVDA’s theme is: MAGIC

What: Get Board, Get Carded
When: 7:00pm, Friday 13th of September
Where: Porter Hall A18*

Bring board games and card games! Exec’ll handle
the snacks. Since it’s on Friday the 13th, better also
grab a horseshoe. And a four leaf clover. Maybe
also a rabbit’s foot. You never know.

A Brief Inrto to “Type Theory”

Hilights from the Event
We had an event! It was the Underground Tour.
It was pretty damn exciting if I do say so myself.
We had a great lineup of stories from Exec and
some other seasoned vetrans of the KGB. The kidnapped storyteller was returned unharmed after
a rather intense negotiation with the kidnappers
(more on this in the Sports section of Pravda).
Let us pause for a moment to thank the Weather Gods who, in their gloriousness, did allow us to have fair skies for the Tour. Now
let us shake our fists at them briefly for making it so damn cold near the end of the day.
After that, we all stopped by
some food! Special thanks
ding for inhaling more than
charcoal smoke to cook all

the
to
his
of

Fence to eat
Ethan Gladfair share of
our burgers.

MMMMMMMMMMM..... MEAT. Also, chickpeas. Apparently vegiburgers are the devil to flip.

